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8 Hawai‘i Institute of 
Geophysics and Planetology 

8.1 Introduction 
The Hawaii Institute of 
Geophysics and Planetology 
(HIGP) solves fundamental 
problems in Earth and Planetary 
Science by the development and 
application of state-of-the-art 
exploration, measurement, and 
data analysis technologies.  
HIGP serves society and the 
state of Hawaii by acquiring and 
disseminating new knowledge 
about Earth and other planetary 
bodies, and developing and 
introducing leading edge technologies 
and a highly trained workforce to the 
State economy.  Over the period 2007 
to 2012, HIGP won $70,408,996 in 
external funding (See supporting 
documents on research awards and 
call-out box below), and published 360 
papers (with an additional 24 in 
press) in peer-reviewed journals 
(Appendix 8.1).  We also highly value 
co-investigators on research projects, 
and the faculty members are named 
co-investigators on grants (many with 
other units in SOEST) worth 
$68,973,8831.  We have had 27,406 
citations to our work since 2007, of 
which 454 were in Hi-index journals.  
A summary of the citations that each 
faculty member has received for their work is included in Appendix 8.2. 
                                                
1 This number is derived from individual faculty reports, and may thus include multiple counts for the same money in 
instances where two faculty members are co-investigators on the same grant. 

	  
HIGP funding has seen a sharp rise in 2012.  This 
increase comes from two main projects:  the Hawaii 
Space Flight Lab and our drilling on the Big Island.  It is 
not clear if this new level will continue, so that a figure of 
~$12 – 13M per year is more representative. 
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HIGP is a multi-disciplinary research institute engaged in advanced research, workforce training, 
and technical service in cutting-edge oceanographic, atmospheric, geophysical, geological, and 
planetary sciences.  The Institute is home to 42 faculty members (plus 3 Emeritus Faculty and 
13 Affiliate Faculty), 39 staff, 6 post-doctoral researchers, and 17 graduate students with access 
to state-of-the-art laboratories and instrumentation.  Of these faculty members, 50% (21) are on 
annual contracts, namely that they are non-tenure-track.  These faculty members receive 
different levels of support from the Institute, varying from 0% FTE to 50% FTE.  The majority of 
our faculty members are Research faculty, and are primarily evaluated on the basis of their 
publications and ability to raise funds.  The Institute has 7 Specialist faculty members who serve 
specific programmatic roles within the Institute (e.g., they have rare skills in instrument 
development, they run major programs, or are crucial in supporting data systems).  A 2-page CV 
for each faculty member is provided in Appendix 8.3.  The perceived strengths, weaknesses, 
opportunities and threats to HIGP are summarized on the next page. 

During the period 2007 – 2012, HIGP has been joined by 10 new faculty members and as of 
mid-November 2012 we are in the process of seeking three new tenure-track members.  Six 
faculty members have retired and four have resigned during the same period, and we have two 
faculty members on leave without pay (for professional development on the Mainland).  See 
Appendix 8.4 for details. 

HIGP is the home for the Hawaii Mapping Research Group (HMRG) that builds and operates 
sonar and related equipment for deep sea research and mineral resource exploration.  NASA’s 
Hawaii Space Grant College and the Pacific Regional Planetary Data Center, both located within 
HIGP, are two major community outreach efforts for the State.  The Director of the UH 
Department Homeland Security’s Center of Maritime Domain Awareness has her tenure within 
HIGP.  In addition, HIGP co-hosts the Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory, which is a joint endeavor 
with the College of Engineering.  Our expertise spans the globe from pole to pole, from the deep 
interior to the upper atmosphere, from the deep ocean to the coastal areas, and extends to 
Mercury, the Moon, Mars, and beyond.  We study the earliest history of the Solar System as 
well as provide same-day analysis of global 
volcanism.   

HIGP is an entrepreneurial engine in SOEST, 
producing innovative research and educational 
programs that have a major impact on UH, the 
State, and the country.  HIGP provides a 
complimentary research environment to match the 
Geology and Geophysics Department’s 
instructional role, and draws together research and 
instructional activities that include the College of 
Engineering, the Department of Chemistry, the 
Institute for Astronomy, and the ocean observing 
components of the International Pacific Research Center.  The majority of the graduate students 
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that are supported by HIGP faculty members gain their degrees from the Geology and 
Geophysics Dept., but students in Chemistry, Engineering, and Oceanography have also been 
supported.  

The Institute’s vision for the next decade is “to serve society by acquiring and disseminating 
new knowledge about the Earth and planets, and to serve the State of Hawaii by introducing 
leading edge technologies to the local economy”.  Our mission is “to solve fundamental 
problems in Earth and Planetary Science by the application and development of state-of-the-art 
exploration, measurement, and analysis technologies”.  The strategy to achieve our vision is “to 
play a leadership role in large-scale missions and scientific projects, such as field programs 
(marine research cruises, land-based and airborne expeditions), space missions (including 
those led by the Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory), and theoretical research into Earth and 
planetary processes; to develop new instrumentation and analytical techniques, to design and 
deploy novel instrument networks, and to develop advanced data reduction or visualization 
software; and to develop public-friendly on-line information systems to provide data and derived 
products to the public for education, and to help solve local geophysical problems”. 

SWOT Analysis of HIGP 

Viewed as an entrepreneurial organization, HIGP has specific strengths and weaknesses 
that allow us to respond to diverse opportunities, and yet this flexibility places us at risk to 
certain threats.  Specifically, we see our Strengths as possessing a multi-talented faculty 
and staff that enable us to respond to new funding and science opportunities.  The 
development of the Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory is an excellent example of this 
flexibility, enabling us to grow a new research endeavor that offers the potential to design 
new sensors, explore potential Earth-orbital missions, and train the next generation of 
space engineers.  Our main Weakness is the exposure of our faculty to changes in 
Federal funding.  With 21 of our faculty on annual contracts, and several existing 100% on 
soft money, there is continuing pressure for these people not only to raise their own salary, 
but also support graduate students and post-docs.  But the Opportunities afforded HIGP 
for new science and technology development are great.  Not only have we exploited this 
HSFL opportunity, but also the great need for exploration for new ground water resources 
on the Big Island (a major new source of DoE funding), or increasing interest in our active 
infra-sound system.  Threats to HIGP lie in the funding uncertainties facing all research 
universities.  This is particularly true in fields such as marine geology and geophysics, 
where national funding priorities have changes since the time when several tenured faculty 
members were hired and when we developed our sonar remote sensing efforts through the 
Hawaii Mapping Research Group.  We also have several key disciplines, such as Raman 
spectroscopy and planetary geochemistry, where we have only one tenured faculty 
member to support the group.  In each case, this faculty member will retire in the not-too-
distant-future and so these disciplinary fields are at risk.  
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8.2 Highlights of HIGP Research 
HIGP excels in research and technology innovation.  The following is a short listing of some of 
the most significant accomplishments over the past five years: 

• First ever ship detection of tsunami in the open ocean using kinematic GPS.  Foster et 
al. (2012).  Geophys. Res. Lttrs. 39, doi: 10.1029/2012GL051367. 

• Team member in James Cameron’s DEEPSEA Challenge project, diving to the 
Challenger Deep in the Mariana Trench. 

• Identification of stellar sources for the short-lived radionuclides in the early Solar System.  
Huss et al. (2009).  Geochim. Cosmochim. Acta 73, 4922 - 4945. 

• Recognition that Central Andes have the potential for larger-scale earthquakes than 
previously expected.  A team led by HIGP researchers concluded that a rupture of the 
entire locked section of the fault could generate an earthquake of magnitude 8.7 – 8.9.  
Brooks et al. (2011).  Nature Geosciences 4, 380 – 383. 

• Establishment of the first real-time array to monitor volcanic sulfur dioxide at an active 
volcano.  HIGP developed the FLYSPEC instrument, and deployed ten of these 
automated sensors at Kilauea volcano in collaboration with the Meteorology Department 
and Hawaiian Volcano Observatory.  The real-time web site can be found at   
http://mkwc.ifa.hawaii.edu/vmap/index.cgi 

• Our detailed analysis of satellite images of the August 2003 Paris heat wave 
demonstrated that almost 5,000 people died due to exposure to high temperatures 
during several nights, especially consecutive nights.  Dousset et al. (2010).  Int. J. 
Climatology, doi: 10.1002/joc.2222. 

• Development of a hyper-spectral thermal imager for launch on UH’s own satellite in 
2013.  One patent, and a second pending patent, has been derived from this effort. 

• Determination of the cooling rate of some active lava flows using an orbital imaging 
spectrometer.  Wright et al. (2010).  J. Geophys. Res. 115, B06205, doi: 
10.1029/2009JB006536. 
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The Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory designs and builds our own satellites.  First launch will be in 
2013, when we will fly our own hyper-spectral thermal imager. 

• Showed that 40 years of conventional plate tectonic wisdom in the North Atlantic was 
based on an incorrect observation, calling into question the interpretation of Iceland as a 
pulsing mantle plume.  Hey et al. (2010).  Geochim Geophys. Geosyst. 11, doi: 
10.1007/s00445-009-0330-6. 

• Conducted a landmark seismic study of the Earth’s mantle structure beneath the 
Hawaiian hot spot.  The HIGP-led multi-institutional investigation used seismic waves 
from earthquakes around the world to obtain the best image yet of a plume of hot rock 
rising from the Earth’s deep mantle.  Wolfe et al. (2009).  Science 326, 1388 - 1390. 

• Development of combined stand-off Raman and LIBS spectrometer that can 
simultaneously make mineralogical and elemental composition measurements  on 
planetary surfaces.  One patent and one paper generated for this device.  Sharma et al. 
(2009).   Spectrochim. Acta, A, 73, 468 - 476. 

• Production of a geochemical map of Mars using orbital gamma ray spectrometry.  Taylor 
and Martel (2010).  Geology 38, 183 – 186. 

• Creation of the first active infrasound system for sensing of the troposphere. 

• Development of the laser ultra-sonics diamond anvil cell (LU-DAC) system for measuring 
elastic properties (longitudinal and shear velocities) non-transparent minerals from the 
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lower mantle, D-layer, and outer core (iron) under high pressure and high temperatures.  
Chigarev et al. (2008).  Applied Physical Letters, 93(18) 181905. 

 

HIGP builds and utilizes novel equipment to better understand Earth processes.  This equipment 
includes lidar topographic mappers, imaging sonar systems, active infrasound, and remotely 
operated marine rovers. 

8.3 Governance and Academics 
The Institute has a permanent Director (Dr. Peter 
Mouginis-Mark) who holds an Executive/Management 
position within the University and has tenure as a 
Research Professor within HIGP.  The Director holds 
faculty meetings on an as-needed basis, as well as runs 
all-hands meetings with segments of the Institute’s staff, 
faculty and students when needed.  The majority of 
routine business and information flow is accomplished 
via email.  The Institute maintains its own web site 
(www.higp.hawaii.edu). 

50% of the faculty within HIGP (21 out of 42) hold 
positions on annual contracts with the University.  Many 
of these individuals have been with the Institute for more 
than 15 years.  Faculty on annual contracts may receive 
salary support from the Institute; such support is at the 

Science Roles of Former 
HIGP Graduate Students 

• Staff scientist at U.S.G.S.  
Roger Clark and Mathew Patrick 

• Branch Chief, Astrogeology, 
U.S.G.S.  Lisa Gaddis 

• PI for spacecraft instruments.  
Bob Brown (Cassini) and Mark 
Robinson (LRO) 

• NASA Program Manager 
(PIDP). Bruce Campbell 

• People with other significant 
space mission roles: Jim Bell, 
Dianna Blaney, Beth Clark, Brett 
Denevi, Luke Flynn, Sam 
Laurence, Lucey McFadden, 
Julie Stopar, and Aaron Zent 
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discretion of the Director and varies from 0% FTE to 50% FTE, based upon historic precedent, 
financial need, and contributions to the Institute (e.g., teaching a course).  Similarly, faculty in 
tenure or tenure-track positions are supported at 75% to 100% FTE, but many (~40%) volunteer 
to reduce their level of State support in the years when their research funding is particularly 
secure. All faculty members, irrespective of whether they are tenured, tenure-track, or on annual 
contracts, have the same status within the Institute when it comes to voting on programmatic 
decisions, hiring new faculty, and contributing to the educational role of the Institute.  Formal 
training for sexual harassment and misconduct has also conducted in August/September 2012.   

Research priorities are set by the Director, and through a five-year Self Study process.  The two 
most recent Self Study Reports covered the periods 1997 – 2001, and 2006 – 2011.  These 
studies involved review by the faculty of up-coming opportunities for which the Institute may 
excel in research, discussion of opportunities at faculty meetings, and written input from 
thematic research groups. 

HIGP supports several academic programs within SOEST, with the closest collaboration with 
the Geology and Geophysics Dept.  During the past five years, HIGP faculty members taught 
2,520 Student Study Hours (SSH), including 2,229 in G&G, 201 in Oceanography 
(OCN312/GG312, 363, 435, 496), 9 in Computer Sciences (CompSci460), 6 in Engineering 
(EE699), and 75 in Philosophy (PHIL725).  We teach undergraduate courses in planetary 
geology (GG105, GG399, GG406, GG451, GG466) and participate in undergraduate directed 
reading (GG499).  Several HIGP faculty also serve as mentors for NASA Space Grant 
undergraduate students from across the UH Manoa campus. 

A summary of the student hours taught by each of the HIGP faculty members is included in the 
supporting documents to this document.  The SSH can be summarized as follows:  Fall 2007 = 
86; Spring 2008 = 190; Fall 2008 = 151; Spring 2009 = 299; Fall 2009 = 145; Spring 2010 = 
378; Fall 2010 = 208; Spring 2011 = 370; Fall 2011 = 351; Spring 2012 = 336.    Total = 2,520. 
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Nothing is more dramatic to illustrate the 
Institute’s successes in our graduate education 
program than to note the positions that our 
students obtain once they leave HIGP.   They 
most often move first to a post-doc position either 
at a research university of Government 
laboratory, and then transition to a faculty position 
or staff scientist slot.  Notable recent successes 
are given in the call-out box at right. 

HIGP supports the career development of 
numerous support staff members, who are either 
University employees (Administrative, 
Professional and Technical (APT)) or employees 
of the Research Corporation of the University of 
Hawaii (RCUH).  We have ~40 such employees, 
who have a wide range of talents that span the 
spectrum from computer engineer, education 
specialist, secretary, fiscal officer, mechanical or 
electrical engineer, and data center manager.   

Six students within HIGP have received local or 
national awards between 2007 – 2012 (see 
Appendix 8.5).  It is also worth noting that other 
former students from HIGP have held significant 
science positions, as described in the side-bar on 
page 6. 

Graduate students who are associated with HIGP 
typically gain their MSc or PhD degree from the 
Department of Geology and Geophysics, 
although we have also provided financial support 
to students from the Chemistry Department, 
College of Engineering, Meteorology, and 
Oceanography Department.  There are currently 
17 graduate students (7 female and 10 male) 
within HIGP.  We also mentor numerous post-
doctoral fellows, and over the review period we 
have trained 22 post-docs (Appendix 8.6).  HIGP 
also administers the Denise B. Evans Fellowship 
Program, which awards two graduate students 
per year with salary support of $28,000 p.a. for 
excellence in oceanographic research. 

Notable Successes of Recent 
HIGP Graduate Students 

• Aisha Morris (2008): First took a post-
doc position at Syracuse University, 
and then received the 2011 – 2012 
William L. Fischer Congressional 
Geoscience Fellowship to work in 
Washington DC. 

• Loyc Vanderkluysen (2008): Currently 
a post-doc at Arizona State University, 
working on the analysis of mud 
volcanoes in Java. 

• Tom Fedemczuk (2009): Hired as a 
staff scientist at the DHS National 
Center for Island, Maritime and 
Extreme Environment Security, UHM. 

• Andrea Steffke (2009): Applied 
Remote Sensing Specialist, Chevron 
Energy Technology Company, San 
Ramon, CA. 

• Joshua Cahill (2009): Is a post-doc at 
the Johns Hopkins Applied Physics 
Laboratory. 

• Chris Hamilton (2010): Now a post-
doc at the NASA Goddard Space 
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD. 

• Sam Hulme (2010). Post-doc at Moss 
Landing Marine Lab (Cal State Univ. at 
Monterey Bay), where he is in charge 
of their analytical facility. 

• David Fee (2010): Now a research 
assistant professor at the Alaskan 
Volcano Observatory, University 
Alaska, Fairbanks. 

• Mikki Osterloo (2010): Scientist at the 
Southwest Research Institute, 
Boulder, CO. 
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8.4 Diversity of Research Foci within HIGP 
HIGP is a research institute (an “Organized Research Unit” on the UH org. chart) of remarkable 
breadth.  Its faculty, staff and students excel in such diverse fields as GPS geodesy and 
geophysics, high pressure mineral physics and material science, planetary science in the 
broadest sense, instrument development, global tectonics and marine geophysics, seismology, 
marine remote sensing and seafloor mapping, meteoritics and cosmochemistry, 
paleomagnetism, infrasound, small satellite construction and launch, volcanology, terrestrial 
remote sensing, atmospheric sciences, oceanographic data systems, etc. 

Nowhere is HIGP’s entrepreneurial spirit more evident than in the scientific instruments that the 
Institute has created, as exemplified by the following initiatives: 

1. The Institute has a multi-decade history in the development of imaging sonar systems 
that the national community has used to map the ocean floor.  There are three towed 
sonar systems operated by the Hawaii Mapping research group (HMRG), the MR1, 
IMI120 and IM130 systems that operate in the 11/12-kHz, 120-kHz and 30-kHz ranges.   

 

HIGP faculty members are heavily involved in space missions, including the GRAIL mission to 
study lunar gravity (left), and terrestrial missions such as Terra and Aqua, which enable 
volcanoes and urban heat islands (right) to be studied. 

2. HIGP has developed multiple hyper-spectral imagers for lithologic mapping that can fly 
either on helicopters of a light aircraft.  These sensors operate in either the visible or 
thermal infrared portions of the spectrum and can be used (among other applications) for 
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lithologic mapping, the analysis of active lava flows, or the detection of groundwater 
fresh water plumes in the coastal ocean.   

3. Volcanic sulfur dioxide can be mapped using a UV correlation spectrometer called 
FLYSPEC developed by HIGP, and an array of these instruments has been deployed on 
Kilauea volcano, Hawaii, to provide real-time data of relevance to volcanic risks to 
human health. 

4. The SCAPS Detector is a new solid state detector developed in-house for the 
University’s Cameca IMS 1280 for state-of-the-art interdisciplinary research into 
meteoritics and the origin of the Solar System.  The SCAPS detector will permit direct ion 
imaging of fine-grained samples and will permit the identification of isotopically or 
chemically anomalous grains at a spatial resolution of a few tenths of a micron. 

5. HIGP is a leader in the development of new research opportunities in infrasound.  Our 
infrasound arrays study the ocean, active volcanoes, surf, and bolides entering the 
atmosphere.  Most recently, we have been pioneering the development of active 
infrasound for sounding the troposphere, wherein a coherent sound is transmitted 
into the atmosphere and then interpreted at a distance after passing through the air. 

6. Geodectic measurements have been a focus of HIGP for more than a decade, whether 
the data are derived from GPS, radar interferometry, or scanning lidars.  Now HIGP is 
developing new instrumentation to fill a resolution and coverage gap, namely a balloon-
borne scanning lidar to conduct topographic mapping from low altitude. 

7. Since its foundation in 1980, the Raman Spectroscopy Facility within HIGP has been in 
forefront of developing and applying active spectroscopic techniques for earth, ocean 
and planetary science, material science, astrobiology, and biomedical science. It has 
developed micro-Raman, stand-off time-resolved (TR) Raman and laser-induced 
native fluorescence (LINF) spectroscopy and Laser-Induced Breakdown 
Spectroscopy (LIBS), Time-resolved Bio-Finder Camera, and atmospheric lidar.  Fully 
automated Micro-Raman spectrometers with lasers operating in UV, visible and near 
infrared spectral region have been applied for investigating minerals and biominerals in 
bulk and in thin sections of rocks including meteorites; hydrous and anhydrous glasses 
of mineral compositions; normal and cancerous cervical and ovarian tissues; prostate 
cancer cells; bacteria and viruses.   

8. Hawaii Space Flight Lab, a joint initiative between HIGP and the College of Engineering, 
will make UHM the first university in the world to design, build, launch, command 
and control its own satellites.  HSFL will have its first launch in late 2013, and will be 
able to place satellites up to 250 kg in mass in Sun-synchronous orbits as high as 550 
km altitude.  Numerous commercial and government partnerships have been established 
by HSFL, and the open-source flight software that has been developed by HSFL (called 
“COSMOS”) is attracting a lot of government interest for controlling future clusters of 
small satellites. 
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8.5 Notable Facilities  
• W. M. Keck Cosmochemistry Laboratory.  This facility was established in 2006 as a 

catalyst for interdisciplinary research into the origin of the Solar System.  The 
centerpiece of the Laboratory is a state-of-the-art Cameca ims 1280 ion microprobe, the 
latest version of the Cameca large-geometry magnetic sector secondary ion mass 
spectrometer. 

• Materials Science Laboratory.  HIGP utilizes a variety of techniques to study the 
behavior of minerals under high-pressure and high-temperature conditions.  We aim to 
synthesize and characterize new materials using a variety of instrumentation, including 
diamond anvil cells, laser heating, Brillouin Scattering, Raman Spectroscopy, acoustic 
microscopy, and atomic force microscopy. 

• Infrasound Laboratory.  Located on the Big Island of Hawaii, the Infrasound Laboratory 
uses very sensitive microphones to listen to low frequency sounds in the atmosphere 
that are too low in frequency to be audible to the human ear.  Our arrays are used to 
study ocean phenomena, volcanic eruptions, bolides in the atmosphere and atmospheric 
processes. 

• Raman Spectroscopy Laboratory develops advanced active laser techniques for 
geophysical, biological and medical applications.  Technologies include Raman 
spectroscopy, laser-induced fluorescence, and laser induced breakdown spectroscopy 
including patented and award-winning techniques.  A current emphasis is on active laser 
remote sensing with substantial NASA and DoD support featuring high quality Raman 
and fluorescence data collected at ranges of over 100 meters for terrestrial and 
planetary applications, laser induced breakdown spectroscopy at tens of meters range, 
and atmospheric Raman LIDAR at km range. 

• Pacific GPS Facility studies tectonic processes on the Earth by deploying cutting-edge 
Global Positioning System (GPS) arrays and applying innovative data reduction 
techniques.  The GPS Facility also deploys laser topographic mappers as well as utilizes 
interferometric radar techniques to study deformation. 
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HIGP has state-of-the-science facilities, including a Cameca ims 1280 ion microprobe, a 
paleomagnetics laboratory, and a high pressure mineral physics laboratory. 

• Paleomagnetics Laboratory.  This facility has been for at least the past 20 years one of 
the world’s leader of the study of the short-term behavior of the Earth’s magnetic field (i.e., 
polarity transitions and excursions or “aborted reversals” recorded both in volcanic and 
sedimentary rocks). It includes a double wall (mu-metal and transformer steel) shielded 
magnetostatic room, a 2G 755 pass-through horizontal Liquid Helium-free cryogenic 
magnetometer capable of measuring discrete and U-Channel samples and also capable of 
doing AF and ARM experiments in-line fully automated. A Pyrox Furnace is used to 
determine absolute paleo-intensities of lavas. A fully automated MFK1-FA Kappabridge to 
determine the anisotropy of magnetic susceptibility of rocks to conduct petrofabric 
analyses. A low-field susceptibility versus temperature (k-T) instrument to determine Curie 
points. A variable field translation (VFTB) balance to determine the magnetic grain sizes of 
minerals. The Facility also has a JR5A spinner magnetometer, a Schoenstedt AF 
demagnetizer, a Molineaux AF demagnetizer, a 60 sample MM thermal demagnetizer, a 
Bartington susceptibility meter, and a 2G impulse magnetizer. 

• Hawaii Mapping Research Group has specialized in seafloor mapping technology and 
mapping services for over 25 years.  HMRG maintains and operates three towed 
bathymetric sidescan sonar systems that provide a wide range of mapping capabilities: 
MR1 is a shallow-towed 11/12-kHz, IMI120 is a deep-towed 120-kHz, and IMI30 is a 30-
kHz system.  Additional oceanographic sensors, including magnetometers, sub-bottom 
profilers, motion sensors, sound velocity profilers and CTDs can be deployed as part of 
our instrument packages. 

• Spectral Technology Group develops infrared hyper-spectral imaging sensors for 
terrestrial and planetary applications.  Airborne instruments for environmental and DoD 
sensing cover the spectral range from 1 to 14 microns collecting IR data in all portions of 
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the IR spectrum where the terrestrial atmosphere is transparent.  Airborne applications 
include gas detection for environmental monitoring and law enforcement, mineral 
detection and identification for geologic applications, and precision measurements of 
water temperature for groundwater discharge mapping.  Fast scanning hyper-spectral 
microscopes covering the UV to the thermal infrared have also been developed for 
mineral identification of mining cores and lunar soil.  The group is currently completing a 
thermal IR hyper-spectral imaging system for launch on an HSFL satellite. 

8.6 HIGP’s Participation in National/International Research 
Programs 

Participation in U.S. and international space missions is central to many aspects of HIGP’s 
planetary and Earth remote sensing activities.  The participation of our faculty members on 
mission science team is given in the side-bar on page 12.  Several mission proposals have 
been submitted to NASA and international space agencies during the period of this review: a 
joint Canadian-US-United Kingdom lunar lander concept called CABLE (Mouginis-Mark), NASA 
Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter Instrument call (Lucey), NASA Discovery mission proposal 
“RAVEN”, a radar imaging mission for Venus 
(Mouginis-Mark), and New Frontiers Program 
proposals for “SAGE” a Venus lander (Sharma) and 
“Moonrise” to South-Pole Aitkin (Taylor).  Sharma has 
also been invited to join a European Mars Mission 
concept team called “ACRONIMO”, and Mouginis-Mark 
will join a Canadian-led team for a lunar lander concept 
called “ISRU”.  Nagashima is part of JAXA’s Hayabusa-
2 sample return mission’s sampling and analysis team. 

We were central players in the rapid deployment of 
GPS hardware to monitor the aftershocks of the 2010 
Chilean earthquake, and in the development of an 
international consortium to develop marine geodectic 
studies of tectonic features in SE Asia.  HIGP Faculty 
members (Fryer, Martinez) are active in the decadal 
NSF marine research initiatives (MARGINS, 
Ridge2000, GeoPRISMS) studying subduction and 
oceanic spreading system. 

Six of our faculty members (Edwards, Fryer, Herrero-Bervera, Hey, Martinez, and Rognstad) 
have served as Chief Scientist or Co-Chief Scientist on a total of 33 research cruises.  We were 
also part of the team supporting James Cameron’s dive into the Challenger Deep (Fryer).  Five 
current faculty members and three staff members have participated in the U.S. Antarctic Search 
for Meteorites. 

HIGP Faculty on Space 
Missions Science Teams 

• Mars Odyssey:  Boyce, 
Englert, Taylor. 

• GRAIL: Taylor 

• Lunar Reconnaissance Orbiter:  
Hawke, Lucey, Taylor, Gillis-
Davis 

• MESSENGER:  Gillis-Davis 

• Chandrayaan-1:  Isaacson 

• Aquarius: Hacker, Potemra 

• MODIS: Wright 

• EO-1:  Wright 

• ExoMars: Sharma 
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HIGP faculty members are closely tied to the DHS Center for Maritime Domain Awareness.  
Both the former Director (Wilkens) and current Director (Edwards) have their positions within 
HIGP.  The former Associate Director (Mouginis-Mark) and participating Principal Investigator 
(Wright) are also in HIGP, and they participated at the national level in the training of 
investigators from other institutions and in presenting CIMES at national and international 
conferences. 

Stan Love, a former post-doc in HIGP, flew in 2008 on Space Shuttle mission STS-122 to visit 
International Space Station. 

Gary Huss, Klaus Keil, Sasha Krot, Ed Scott, and Jeff Taylor are all members of the NASA 
Astrobiology Institute based at the University of Hawaii. 

8.7 Contributions to “Applications and Public Outreach” 
Since it was founded in 1957, by State law, the Institute “shall undertake basic research and 
training in geophysics, and shall disseminate knowledge of geophysics affecting Hawaii, and to 
the extent its facilities permit, may serve to apply the results of its research to geophysical 
problems of the State”.  We accomplish this outreach to managers and decision makers through 
the efforts of Thomas, who serve on the State’s Earthquake Advisory Committee (also Wolfe), 
the Hawaii Energy Policy Forum and the Governor’s Task Force on Vog.  Mouginis-Mark serves 
on the State’s Aerospace Advisory Committee.  We also provide technical information to 
Federal agencies, including mapping underwater explosives off the Oahu coast for the Navy 
(Edwards, Rognstad), assess water resources for the Army (Thomas, Lautze) and perform 
several remote sensing tasks under the Universities Applied Research Laboratory (Lienert, 
Lucey, Misra, Porter, and Sharma).  Thomas is the Director for the Center for the Study of Active 
Volcanoes, based at UH Hilo. 

Public outreach is an integral part of HIGP, through both the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium and 
the Pacific Regional Planetary Data Center 

HIGP serves the State via the creation of a number of web sites.  In collaboration with other 
units within SOEST, we have developed a volcanic haze measurement and prediction site 
(partnering with faculty in Meteorology) that shows the current conditions of volcanic gas release 
(see:  http://mkwc.ifa.hawaii.edu/vmap/current/index.cgi) at Halemaumau crater on the Big 
Island that is often featured on the daily TV news.  Partnering with the UH PacIOOS Team 
(administered by SOEST) we take a lead role in the data display and archive aspects of the 
project (http://oos.soest.hawaii.edu/pacioos/).  We make daily global fire data available to the 
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Pacific Disaster Center (http://www.pdc.org).  HIGP faculty members have received 16 different 
local, national or international awards during the period 2007 – 2012.  These are listed in 
Appendix 8.7. 

Among the most comprehensive, permanent programs within HIGP are those carried out by its 
leadership of the NASA Pacific Regional Planetary Data Center (PRPDC) 
(http://www.higp.hawaii.edu/prpdc/) and the NASA Hawaii Space Grant Consortium 
(http://www.spacegrant.hawaii.edu/).  PRPDC is one of 17 national facilities that are open to all 
members of the community, including scientists, educators, students and interested members of 
the general public.  Chartered under the National Space Grant College and Fellowship Program, 
the Hawaii Space Grant Consortium (HSGC) is a vibrant space-themed educational program; 
run by HIGP, HSGC has affiliates on seven other campuses within the UH system (Windward 
CC, Kapiolani CC, Honolulu, CC, Leeward CC, UH Hilo, Hawaii CC, Maui College) as well as 
the University of Guam.  K-12 educational programs, two different types of undergraduate 
financial support, as well as an apprenticeship program for graduate students are part of HSGC.  
The Director of HSGC (Flynn) serves on the National Space Grant Advisory Committee, and 
chairs the national small satellite committee.  Rognstad is the Chair of the Hawaii IEEE Oceanic 
Engineering Society Chapter and mentor of the FIRST Robotics Competition. 

Three of the web sites that HIGP maintains are Planetary Science Research Discoveries, 
Hotspots, and HawaiiView 

At the national level, Hacker has served as the Physical Oceanography Program Manager at 
NASA Headquarters.  Taylor chaired the Lunar Exploration Analysis Group (LEAG) in 2007.  
Fagents served as the Chair of the IAVCEI-IACS Commission on Volcano-Ice Interactions, and 
serves on the Executive Committee for the VGP Section of the American Geophysical Union.  
Edwards, Fagents, Gillis-Davis, Isaacson, Lucey, Mouginis-Mark, Ogliore, Potemra, Sharma, 
Taylor, Wolfe, and Wright have all served on national review panels, including Taylor as Chair of 
the Lunar Advanced Science and Exploration Research Panel in 2009, 2011, and 2012.  Scott is 
President of the Meteoritical Society (2011 – 2012).  Hawke serves on the LEAG Working Group 
on Lunar Bases.  Garces serves as an advisor to the US/Canadian Joint Commission 
investigating the “Windsor Hum”.  Martinez serves on the NSF UNOLS Fleet Improvement 
Committee. 
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HIGP Faculty have served the national science community by organizing three international 
meetings:  “Chronology of Meteorites and the Early Solar System” (Keil, Krot and Scott), 6th 
Biennial Geochemical SIMS Workshop (Huss), and “Workshop on Formation of the First Solids 
in the Solar System” Krot, Scott and Huss.  Fagents, Scott, and Wolfe are Associate Editors for 
international journals. 

The Institute also maintains several highly popular web sites, including Planetary Science 
Research Discoveries (http://www.psrd.hawaii.edu/) the Hotspots global space-borne thermal 
monitoring site (http://hotspot.higp.hawaii.edu/), and the HawaiiView site 
(http://hawaiiview.higp.hawaii.edu/), which is part of the U.S. Geological Survey’s national 
AmericaView consortium. 

8.8 HIGP’s Vision for the Next Five to Ten Years 
In addition to maintaining the strength and vigor of 
existing areas of excellence within HIGP, over the 
past twelve years the Institute has identified 
research foci during the two previous Self Studies 
conducted in 2001 and 2006.  Four foci were 
identified as part of the Institute’s Strategic Plan for 
2006 – 2015 that hold continuing exciting potential 
for expansion in the coming decade:  (1)  Moon, 
Mars and Beyond, with a focus on the 
development of instruments for the in situ analysis 
of planetary surfaces; (2) Origins of Stars and 
Planets, with an emphasis on the analysis of 
meteorites and inter-planetary dust, and samples 
returned from asteroids, Moon and Mars; (3) 

Hawaii in Space, with the development of the capability for UH to design, build, launch, and 
command and control its own satellites in Sun-synchronous Earth orbit; and (4) The Pulse of 
Hawaii, taking advantage of the excellent opportunities that Hawaii presents to develop, deploy 
and exploit the science and technology associated with integrated Earth-observational networks. 

To address Focus #1: Moon, Mars and Beyond, our top priority going into the future is to place 
an HIGP instrument on a planetary mission.  No single accomplishment would bring greater 
long-term funding to the planetary efforts of the Institute, and would enable us to better compete 
with universities such as Arizona State and the University of Arizona.  We have several 
instruments under development, but we see placing a stand-off Raman spectrometer on either a 
lunar- or Mars-lander as our strongest opportunity at this time.  In this effort, a crucial step will 
be gaining enhanced University support for proposal preparation; not only will we need 
significant help in budget preparation, but also in the documentation that accompanies major 
instrument initiatives. 
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In Focus #2: Origin of Stars and Planets, the continued enhancement of our instrumentation is 
the key to sustaining our leadership role in meteoritics and cosmochemistry.  Discussions have 
begun to find a pathway to obtain both a Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) as well as a 
Focused Ion Beam (FIB) instrument for the analysis of primitive Solar System materials (such as 
meteorites and the pre-Solar grains that some contain), as well as to investigate numerous 
geochemical samples in marine petrology and high pressure mineral physics. 

Due to several faculty member retirements in 2012, HIGP was in the fortunate position to seek 
new positions in fields deemed both scientifically exciting and relevant to the Institute.  Offers to 
specific candidates are still under discussion, but it is hoped that the hires will re-galvanize our 
high pressure group, which has been a leader in its field for more than 30 years.  These new 
hires would not only extend our expertise in high pressure mineral physics, but also forge new 
collaborations with in cosmochemistry, planetary geochemistry, and marine petrology (for the 
analysis of subducted oceanic plates).  New hires within G&G and HIGP may allow us to renew 
our research interests in the Outer Solar System.  For more than a decade, we have not had 
active research on the icy moons of Jupiter and Saturn and such a new “team” would make us 
much more competitive in the funding process.  

The Hawaii Space Flight Laboratory is rapidly approaching a tipping point in its development.  
With the launch of our first rocket, our own satellite, and our own hyper-spectral imager only 
about a year away, Focus #3 Hawaii in Space must concentrate on sustaining this effort.  We 
recognize that funding for multiple launches, and thus multiple Hawaii-based science 
investigations, must be found.  This will require a significant increase not only in the number of 
faculty members working on space hardware, but also the acquisition of new physical space to 
develop these instruments and house the additional researcher.  Taking full advantage of the 
opportunities provided by HSFL clearly extends beyond the interests of HIGP, not only because 
this is a collaborative effort with our College of Engineering, but also because it creates 
opportunities for the rest of SOEST and beyond to evolve into a vibrant research capability and, 
potentially, a small business start-up or another business entity. 

Reaching the goal for Focus #4 The Pulse of Hawaii, deploying new instrumentation to study the 
Earth, will partly be accomplished by HSFL.  But in addition we must take advantage of major 
funding opportunities afforded by NSF.  We specifically plan to develop ideas for a Science and 
Technology Center or SEES-Hazards proposal in collaboration with the College of Engineering 
and other universities either built around sensors for studying climate change, or for the in situ 
analysis of active volcanic processes.  We are also eager to place our instruments in novel 
places, and we are exploring ideas to place a Raman spectrometer on the School’s new 
remotely operated vehicle (ROV) to make geochemical observations at depths of >6 km on the 
ocean floor.  Our previous experience in the miniaturization of a Raman spectrometer as part of 
a proposal to send it to the planet Venus, as well as first-hand experience in diving to ocean 
depths, makes this an exciting opportunity.  Studying the chemistry of black smokers at active 
hydrothermal vents, or mineral deposits around these vents, are two areas where we see 
particularly exciting opportunities. 


